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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-00650 
CASE NAME: KARR VS. TRISTAR MANAGED CARE 
SPECIALLY SET HEARING ON: COMPLIANCE HEARING 
SET BY DEPT. 39 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The settlement administrator is ordered to provide the unclaimed funds (now $1,175.76) to the 
State Controller’s unclaimed property fund no later than September 30, 2021.  No further 
proceedings in this matter are contemplated. 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00878 
CASE NAME: PATTERSON VS. FINISHMASTER, INC. 
SPECIALLY SET HEARING ON: FINAL APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION 
SETTLEMENT SET BY DEPT. 39 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Plaintiffs Amanda Patterson and Matthew Medina move for final approval of their class 
action and PAGA settlement, as well as approval of attorney’s fees and costs, settlement 
expenses, and a class representative incentive payment.  The motion for preliminary approval 
initially was heard on January 28, 2021, after which the Court requested supplemental 
information and continued the hearing.  After that hearing, on February 18, 2021, the Court 
granted preliminary approval.   

A. Background and Settlement Terms 

The original complaint was filed May 3, 2019.  It is a class action complaint alleging 
failure to pay wages and/or overtime, failure to provide meal periods and rest breaks, failure to 
provide appropriate wage statements and failure to reimburse necessary business expenses.  A 
Second Amended Complaint was filed on December 30, 2019, which added the PAGA claims.  
Plaintiff Medina had filed a separate action in Ventura County, but that case was dismissed 
without prejudice, and Medina’s claims were made part of this case. 

The parties undertook discovery as part of the matter, and eventually reached a 
resolution with the assistance of an experienced mediator.   

A gross settlement amount of $1,900,000, non-reversionary, will be paid to the 
Settlement Administrator.      

PAGA penalties would be $150,000, resulting in a payment to the LWDA of $112,500, 
with the remainder distributed to the aggrieved employees.  A class representative incentive 
payment would be made to each plaintiff in the amount of $10,000, totaling $20,000. Phoenix 
Settlement Administrators is the settlement administrator, and estimates costs at $15,000.  
Litigation costs would not exceed $25,000.  Attorney’s fees would be $722,000, which is 38% of 
the settlement fund.  The net amount, about $1 million, would be divided into wages, and 
interest, and penalties.  It would be apportioned to the employees based on their number of pay 
periods worked during the class period, allocated 2/3 to wages (from which ordinary deductions 
will be made) and 1/3 to interest, which will be reported on an IRS form 1099.   
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The class would be provisionally certified as employees who worked for defendant from 
May 3, 2015 through the date of tentative approval of the settlement, minus three employees 
who entered into individual settlements.  Notice to the class would be provided, which would 
include the number of work weeks for each member, which is the basis for determining each 
class member’s share.  The class members will not be required to file a claim.  Class members 
may object or opt out of the settlement.  Class members who dispute the number of pay periods 
credited to them may contest the determination.  Various prescribed follow-up steps will be 
taken with respect to mail that is returned as undeliverable.  Any checks cancelled due to failure 
to negotiate them will be transferred to the State Controller’s Unclaimed Property Fund. 

Based on the estimated class size (about 491), the average net settlement share was 
estimated at time of preliminary approval at about $2,000. It is now estimated at $1,861.88. 

Since preliminary approval, notice has been provided to the class.  543 notices were 
mailed.  65 were returned as undeliverable.  Follow-up uncovered new addresses for 64 class 
members, and notices were mailed to those addresses.  One notice was returned as 
undeliverable.  No objections, requests for exclusion, or pay period disputes were received 
within the allotted time period. 

The settlement administrator seeks $9,500 in costs. 

B. Legal Standards 

The primary determination to be made is whether the proposed settlement is “fair, 
reasonable, and adequate,” under Dunk v. Ford Motor Co. (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1794, 1801, 
including “the strength of plaintiffs’ case, the risk, expense, complexity and likely duration of 
further litigation, the risk of maintaining class action status through trial, the amount offered in 
settlement, the extent of discovery completed and the state of the proceedings, the experience 
and views of counsel, the presence of a governmental participant, and the reaction … to the 
proposed settlement.”   

Because this matter also proposes to settle PAGA claims, the Court also must consider 
the criteria that apply under that statute. The Legislature’s express command that PAGA 
settlements be approved by the court necessarily implies that there is some substantive 
dimension to the review.  (Labor Code § 2699(l).)  The Court’s review, however, is somewhat 
hampered by the lack of guidance in the statute or case law concerning the basis upon which a 
settlement may be approved.  The Court has found no binding authority, but one federal District 
Court has addressed the issue.  In O’Connor v. Uber Techs, Inc. (N.D. Cal. 2016) 201 
F.Supp.3d 1110, 1133, the court denied approval of class action settlements that included 
PAGA claims in part because the plaintiffs’ claims added up to as much as $1 billion in PAGA 
penalties but parties settled those claims for $1 million, or 0.1% of their alleged maximum value.  
As the court stated, “where plaintiffs bring a PAGA representative claim, they take on a special 
responsibility to their fellow aggrieved workers who are effectively bound by any judgment. 
[citation omitted]  Such a plaintiff also owes responsibility to the public at large; they act, as the 
statute’s name suggests, as a private attorney general, and 75% of the penalties go to the 
LWDA ‘for enforcement of labor laws . . . and for education of employers and employees about 
their rights and responsibilities under this code.’”  (Id., at 1134.)  In that case, the LWDA itself 
filed a brief stating that “[i]t is thus important that when a PAGA claim is settled, the relief 
provided for under the PAGA be genuine and meaningful, consistent with the underlying 
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purpose of the statute to benefit the pubic and, in the context of a class action, the court 
evaluate whether the settlement meets the standards of being ‘fundamentally fair, reasonable, 
and adequate’ with reference to the public policies underlying the PAGA.”  (Id., at 1133.)  The 
Uber Techs court noted that “a court may reduce the penalty when ‘to do otherwise would result 
in an award that is unjust, arbitrary and oppressive, or confiscatory.’” (Id., at 1134, citing Labor 
Code § 2699(e)(2).)  Nonetheless, the court noted that the plaintiff had provided no “coherent 
analysis” to justify the “relatively meager value” assigned to the PAGA claim.  

California law provides some general guidance concerning judicial approval of any 
settlement.  First, public policy generally favors settlement.  (Neary v. Regents of University of 
California (1992) 3 Cal.4th 273.)  Nonetheless, the court should not approve an agreement 
contrary to law or public policy.  (Bechtel Corp. v. Superior Court (1973) 33 Cal.App.3d 405, 
412; Timney v. Lin (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 1121, 1127.)  Moreover, “[t]he court cannot 
surrender its duty to see that the judgment to be entered is a just one, nor is the court to act as a 
mere puppet in the matter.”  (California State Auto. Assn. Inter-Ins. Bureau v. Superior Court 
(1990) 50 Cal.3d 658, 664.)  As a result, courts have specifically noted that Neary does not 
always apply, because “[w]here the rights of the public are implicated, the additional safeguard 
of judicial review, though more cumbersome to the settlement process, serves a salutatory 
purpose.”  (Consumer Advocacy Group, Inc. v. Kintetsu Enterprises of America (2006) 141 
Cal.App.4th 48, 63.) 

C. Attorney fees, litigation costs, representative plaintiff payment 

Plaintiffs seek 38% of the total settlement amount ($722,000) as fees, relying on the 

“common fund” theory.  Even a proper common fund-based fee award, however, should be 

reviewed through a lodestar cross-check.  In Lafitte v. Robert Half International (2016) 1 Cal. 5th 

480, 503, the Supreme Court endorsed the use of a lodestar cross-check as a way to determine 

whether the percentage allocated is reasonable.  It stated:  “If the multiplier calculated by means 

of a lodestar cross-check is extraordinarily high or low, the trial court should consider whether 

the percentage used should be adjusted so as to bring the imputed multiplier within a justifiable 

range, but the court is not necessarily required to make such an adjustment.”  (Id., at 505.)   

Since preliminary approval, counsel has provided information to enable the Court to 

conduct a lodestar cross-check.  Counsel attest to 745.55 hours of attorney time, and assume 

an hourly rate of $725 for all of the attorney time, for a lodestar fee of $540,523.75.  This results 

in an implied multiplier of 1.34.  The submission assumes a rate of $725 per hour without any 

breakdown based on the experience level of the attorneys who provided the services.  Given 

that much of the work on a matter is done by lower-level associates at a much lower rate.  If the 

blended rate averaged out to even $600 per hour, the lodestar would be $447,330.  The implied 

multiplier would then be 1.61.  This in and of itself, however, does not require an adjustment to 

the proposed fee. 

The Court still must consider whether a fee of 38%, in contrast to the ordinary 33% is 

appropriate.  Counsel assert that plaintiffs “each agreed to a contingency fee of at least thirty-

eight (38%) of the recovery.” Counsel asserts that he is “aware that the common and acceptable 

rate for contingency representation in wage and hour class action litigation is normally 40% 

before trial, with the range being from 33.3% up to 50%.”  (Aiwazian Dec., Par. 12.)  No 
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foundation is provided for this statement, and this Court’s experience is that anything over 33% 

is unusual.  While counsel’s description of the work, the challenges, and the results obtained in 

this case are sufficient to justify the ordinary one-third fee, no justification for the 38% fee is 

provided.  Accordingly, the Court approves a fee of one-third of the gross settlement amount, 

i.e., $633,333.33. 

Criteria for evaluation of representative payments are discussed in Clark v. American 
Residential Services LLC (2009) 175 Cal.App.4th 785, 804-807.  Ms. Patterson attests that she 
has worked about 49 hours.  She does not indicate that she released any other non-class claims 
with a significant value, or indicate that the case has affected her ability to obtain work.  Mr. 
Medina attests that he has worked about 46 hours.  He does not indicate that he released any 
other non-class claims with a significant value, or indicate that the case has affected his ability 
to obtain work.  Nor was it necessary to have two plaintiffs.  Accordingly, each payment is 
reduced to $7,500. 

The settlement administrator’s costs of $9,500 are reasonable and are approved. 

Costs of $29,155.10 are documented, but the preliminary approval capped them at 

$25,000.  $25,000 is awarded. 

D. Discussion 

Plaintiffs’ initial motion provided no specific information as to the legal or factual basis for 
the claim, or its merit or value.  The initial memorandum generally set forth a variety of claims, 
e.g., failure to pay overtime, failure to provide meal and rest breaks, along with a cascade of 
violations that follow from those violations. There was little, however, from which the Court could 
ascertain whether there actually was any unlawful policy or practice that resulted in the 
violations.  The supplemental declaration, however, sets forth greater analysis.  With respect to 
each category of claim, it describes that in many instances defendant had evidence of facially 
compliant policies, indicating that there were relatively few violations, or at least that they 
involved individual facts that may not be appropriate for resolution on a class-wide basis.  It sets 
out estimates of the value of each claim, and applies a discount for settlement purposes. (After 
discounts, counsel estimated values for overtime violations ($366,000), minimum wage 
violations ($198,000), meal breaks ($244,000), rest breaks ($212,000), waiting time penalties 
($313,000), wage statements ($262,000), and employee reimbursements ($65,000).  These 
figures total $1,660,000.  They also provide sufficient information concerning the nature of the 
claims to enable the Court to determine that the amounts are fair, reasonable, and adequate. 

As to PAGA penalties, such penalties could be deeply discounted for a variety of 
reasons, even if plaintiff prevails. 

Accordingly, the overall settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate. 

E. Conclusion 

The motion is granted, except that the attorney’s fees are reduced to $633,333.33, and 

the representative plaintiffs’ awards are reduced to $7,500 each.  The reduction in fees and 

representative payments shall be allocated to the net settlement amount distributed to the class 

members.  Counsel are directed to prepare an order reflecting this tentative ruling, and the other 
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findings in the previously submitted proposed order.  The ultimate judgment must provide for a 

compliance hearing after the settlement has been completely implemented.  Counsel are to set 

the date in consultation with the Department 39 clerk.  Plaintiffs’ counsel are to submit a 

compliance statement one week before the compliance hearing date.  5% of the attorney’s fees 

are to be withheld by the claims administrator pending satisfactory compliance as found by the 

Court. 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02038 
CASE NAME: PATRICK FINCH VS MIDWEST MOTOR 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR FINAL APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION 
SETTLEMENT FILED BY PATRICK FINCH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

 Plaintiff Patrick Finch moves for preliminary approval of his class action settlement with 
defendant Midwest Motor Supply Co.   

A. Background and Settlement Terms 

The original complaint was filed September 30, 2019.  It is a class action complaint 
alleging that defendant violated the Labor Code by filing to provide proper expense 
reimbursements, unlawful deductions, waiting time penalties, and non-compliant wage 
statements.  It also includes PAGA allegations, which were added in the First Amended 
Complaint, filed December 12, 2019, based on a notice provided to the LWDA on September 
16, 2019.  A Second Amended Complaint was filed on March 22, 2021. 

The settlement would create a gross settlement fund of $950,000.  The class 
representative payment to plaintiff would be $10,000.  Counsel’s attorney’s fees would be 
$316,666.66 (33% of the settlement).  Litigation costs would not exceed $40,000.  The 
settlement administrator (ILYM Group) would cap its costs at $12,500.  PAGA penalties would 
be $25,000, resulting in a payment of $18,750 to the LWDA.  Thus, the net settlement amount 
available to the class would be $552,083.33.  The fund is non-reversionary.   

The proposed settlement would certify a class composed of certain classes of about 244 
current and former employees holding defined positions. 

 The class members will not be required to file a claim.  Class members may object or 
opt out of the settlement.  They may dispute their number of work weeks.  Various prescribed 
follow-up steps will be taken with respect to mail that is returned as undeliverable.  Uncashed 
checks would be cancelled and the amounts would be tendered to the Unclaimed Property 
Division of the State Controller’s Office.     

Based on the estimated class size, the average net settlement share is about $2,262.63. 

Substantial informal discovery was undertaken, and the matter settled after two meetings 
with an experienced mediator.   
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Counsel also has provided a summary of a quantitative analysis of the case, and how 
the settlement compares to the potential value of the case, after allowing for various risks and 
contingencies.  The primary issue in the case was defendant’s use of an “enhanced 
commissions” policy as a method for reimbursing employee business expenses (generally 
personal vehicle use, cell phones, laptops, and internet).  Under this policy, the employer 
treated 22% of commissions earned as reimbursement of business expenses.  The parties 
dispute the validity of the policy, and also whether it actually was implemented according to its 
terms.  (See Gattuso v. Harte-Hanks Shoppers, Inc. (2007) 42 Cal.4th 554, 575 [“an employer 
may satisfy its statutory reimbursement obligation under section 2802 by paying employees 
enhanced compensation in the form of increases in base salary or increases in commission 
rates, provided the employer establishes some means to identify the portion of overall 
compensation that is intended as expense reimbursement, and provided also that the amounts 
so identified are sufficient to fully reimburse the employees for all expenses actually and 
necessarily incurred.”])  Plaintiff’s counsel assert that the amount of the allowance was not 
properly assessed, was not uniformly applied, and did not allow for tax withholding.  Plaintiff’s 
expert estimates the underpayment in mileage and other reimbursement at about $1.3 million.  
Defendant asserts that it actually overcompensated employees. 

Plaintiff also alleges certain unlawful deductions from paychecks: a reduction for 
potential customer bad debts, a deduction held as a deposit to assure the return of company 
provided equipment, and a deduction for the lease of IT equipment used by the class.  The 
wage statement and waiting time penalties are derivative of the other violations.  Plaintiff’s 
expert estimated the liability for these payments at about $147,000. 

Since preliminary approval was granted, notice was given to the class.  251 notice 
packages were mailed, and 15 were returned as undeliverable.  Follow-up resulted in 11 
updated addresses, which were re-mailed.  4 of those were returned as undeliverable.  No 
requests for exclusion were received and no objections were received.  The average estimated 
gross payment would be $2,248.64. 

B. Legal Standards 

The primary determination to be made is whether the proposed settlement is “fair, 
reasonable, and adequate,” under Dunk v. Ford Motor Co. (1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1794, 1801, 
including “the strength of plaintiffs’ case, the risk, expense, complexity and likely duration of 
further litigation, the risk of maintaining class action status through trial, the amount offered in 
settlement, the extent of discovery completed and the state of the proceedings, the experience 
and views of counsel, the presence of a governmental participant, and the reaction … to the 
proposed settlement.”   

Because this matter also proposes to settle PAGA claims, the Court also must consider 
the criteria that apply under that statute. The Legislature’s express command that PAGA 
settlements be approved by the court necessarily implies that there is some substantive 
dimension to the review.  (Labor Code § 2699(l).)  The Court’s review, however, is somewhat 
hampered by the lack of guidance in the statute or case law concerning the basis upon which a 
settlement may be approved.  The Court has found no binding authority, but one federal District 
Court has addressed the issue.  In O’Connor v. Uber Techs, Inc. (N.D. Cal. 2016) 201 
F.Supp.3d 1110, 1133, the court denied approval of class action settlements that included 
PAGA claims in part because the plaintiffs’ claims added up to as much as $1 billion in PAGA 
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penalties but parties settled those claims for $1 million, or 0.1% of their alleged maximum value.  
As the court stated, “where plaintiffs bring a PAGA representative claim, they take on a special 
responsibility to their fellow aggrieved workers who are effectively bound by any judgment. 
[citation omitted]  Such a plaintiff also owes responsibility to the public at large; they act, as the 
statute’s name suggests, as a private attorney general, and 75% of the penalties go to the 
LWDA ‘for enforcement of labor laws . . . and for education of employers and employees about 
their rights and responsibilities under this code.’”  (Id., at 1134.)  In that case, the LWDA itself 
filed a brief stating that “[i]t is thus important that when a PAGA claim is settled, the relief 
provided for under the PAGA be genuine and meaningful, consistent with the underlying 
purpose of the statute to benefit the pubic and, in the context of a class action, the court 
evaluate whether the settlement meets the standards of being ‘fundamentally fair, reasonable, 
and adequate’ with reference to the public policies underlying the PAGA.”  (Id., at 1133.)  The 
Uber Techs court noted that “a court may reduce the penalty when ‘to do otherwise would result 
in an award that is unjust, arbitrary and oppressive, or confiscatory.’” (Id., at 1134, citing Labor 
Code § 2699(e)(2).)  Nonetheless, the court noted that the plaintiff had provided no “coherent 
analysis” to justify the “relatively meager value” assigned to the PAGA claim.  

California law provides some general guidance concerning judicial approval of any 
settlement.  First, public policy generally favors settlement.  (Neary v. Regents of University of 
California (1992) 3 Cal.4th 273.)  Nonetheless, the court should not approve an agreement 
contrary to law or public policy.  (Bechtel Corp. v. Superior Court (1973) 33 Cal.App.3d 405, 
412; Timney v. Lin (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 1121, 1127.)  Moreover, “[t]he court cannot 
surrender its duty to see that the judgment to be entered is a just one, nor is the court to act as a 
mere puppet in the matter.”  (California State Auto. Assn. Inter-Ins. Bureau v. Superior Court 
(1990) 50 Cal.3d 658, 664.)  As a result, courts have specifically noted that Neary does not 
always apply, because “[w]here the rights of the public are implicated, the additional safeguard 
of judicial review, though more cumbersome to the settlement process, serves a salutatory 
purpose.”  (Consumer Advocacy Group, Inc. v. Kintetsu Enterprises of America (2006) 141 
Cal.App.4th 48, 63.) 

C. Attorney fees, costs, administration costs, and representative payments 

Plaintiffs seek one-third of the total settlement amount as fees, relying on the “common 

fund” theory.  Even a proper common fund-based fee award, however, should be reviewed 

through a lodestar cross-check.  In Lafitte v. Robert Half International (2016) 1 Cal.5th 480, 503, 

the Supreme Court endorsed the use of a lodestar cross-check as a way to determine whether 

the percentage allocated is reasonable.  It stated:  “If the multiplier calculated by means of a 

lodestar cross-check is extraordinarily high or low, the trial court should consider whether the 

percentage used should be adjusted so as to bring the imputed multiplier within a justifiable 

range, but the court is not necessarily required to make such an adjustment.”  (Id., at 505.)   

Plaintiff is represented by two firms.  Bisnar Chase applied hourly rates of either $200 for 

a paralegal or $650 for Mr. Silvers, adding up to 267.4 hours and a lodestar of $166,070.  Co-

counsel Lebe Law applied an hourly rate of $550 to $650 for Mr. Lebe, to 79.7 hours, for a 

lodestar of $44,760.  They applied rates of $250 to $350 to Mr. Gershman, to 164 hours, for a 
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lodestar of $43,140.  Thus, the combined lodestar is $253,970.  Given the requested fee of 

$316,666.66, the implied multiplier is about 1.24. 

Under the circumstances of this case, there is no need to adjust the fee.  The requested 

fee is approved. 

 As to litigation costs, the documented costs of $31,549.38 are reasonable and are 

approved. 

As to settlement administration costs, the administrator’s costs of $8,626.25 are 

reasonable and are approved. 

As to the representative payment, Mr. Finch attests that he spent between 55 and 65 

hours working on the matter, and that he has taken a risk of losing job opportunities.  He also 

indicates that he release his personal claims against defendant, although he does not identify 

any claim of significant value.  Criteria for evaluation of such requests are discussed in Clark v. 

American Residential Services LLC (2009) 175 Cal.App.4th 785, 804-807.  The Court would not 

be inclined to award the entire $10,000, but there is one special circumstance here: there was a 

substantial threshold issue concerning whether California was the proper forum for this case.  

Had defendant prevailed on that issue, Finch likely would have been liable for costs.  Thus, he 

took a greater risk than ordinarily taken by plaintiffs in these cases.  The $10,000 request is 

granted. 

D. Discussion 

The moving papers sufficiently establish that the proposed settlement is fair, reasonable, 

and adequate to justify preliminary approval.  The analysis of the value of the case is sufficient 

for current purposes. 

E. Conclusion 

The motion is granted. 

Counsel are directed to prepare an order reflecting this tentative ruling, and the other 

findings in the previously submitted proposed order. The ultimate judgment must provide for a 

compliance hearing after the settlement has been completely implemented.  Plaintiffs’ counsel 

are to submit a compliance statement one week before the compliance hearing date.  5% of the 

attorney’s fees are to be withheld by the claims administrator pending satisfactory compliance 

as found by the Court.   
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 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00643 
CASE NAME: RYBACK VS VALERO ENERGY CORP 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPULSORY JOINDER FILED BY ELAINE 
RYBACK, JASON RYBACK, SCOTT RYBACK 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Granted.  The moving papers establish adequate grounds and there is no opposition. 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01311 
CASE NAME: PRICE VS. STARLIGHT MARINE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPEL ARBITRATION FILED BY STARLIGHT 
MARINE SERVICES, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Continue on the Court’s own motion to September 2, 2021, 9:00 a.m. 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-02432 
CASE NAME: PLASCENIA VS THE COUNTER WALNUT CREEK 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR STRIKE FILED BY THE COUNTER WALNUT 
CREEK, LP 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Moot. See Line 7. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-02432 
CASE NAME: PLASCENIA VS THE COUNTER WALNUT CREEK 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of PLASCENIA FILED BY THE 
COUNTER WALNUT CREEK, LP 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 
Before the Court is Defendant The Counter Walnut Creek (“Defendant” or “The Counter”)’s 

Demurrer. The Demurrer relates to Plaintiff Pedro Negrete Plascencia (“Plaintiff” or 

“Plascencia”)’s class action complaint for (1) failure to provide required meal periods; (2) failure 

to provide required rest periods; (3) failure to pay overtime wages; (4) failure to pay minimum 

wages; (5) failure to pay all wages due to discharged and quitting employees; (6) failure to 

maintain required records; (7) failure to indemnify employees for necessary expenditures 
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incurred in discharge of duties; (8) failure to indemnify employees for necessary expenditures 

incurred in discharge of duties; and (9) unfair and unlawful business practices.  

Defendant demurs to Plaintiff’s entire complaint pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) 

§ 430.10 subsections (e) and (f) and CCP § 430.50(a) on the grounds that Plaintiff’s complaint 

fails to allege an employment relationship with any of the named defendants and fails to allege a 

basis to hold the non-employer defendants liable for the employer-defendant’s acts. 

For the following reasons, the Demurrer is sustained, with leave to amend. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Defendant’s unopposed request for judicial notice of Plaintiff’s Labor Code § 2699.3 Notice and 
class action complaint is granted. Evid. Code §§ 452, 453. 

Evidentiary Objections 

Defendant’s objections to the Declaration of Corey B. Bennett in support of Plaintiff’s opposition 
are sustained. The Court also notes that “[a] demurrer tests the pleadings alone and not the 
evidence or other extrinsic matters. Therefore, it lies only where the defects appear on the face 
of the pleading or are judicially noticed.” (SKF Farms v. Superior Court (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 
902, 905; see also Hahn v. Mirda (2007) 147 Cal. App. 4th 740, 747 [“The only issue involved in 
a demurrer hearing is whether the complaint, as it stands, unconnected with extraneous 
matters, states a cause of action.”].) 

Legal Standard 

“The function of a demurrer is to test the sufficiency of the complaint as a matter of law.” 
(Holiday Matinee, Inc. v. Rambus, Inc. (2004) 118 Cal.App.4th 1413, 1420.) A complaint “is 
sufficient if it alleges ultimate rather than evidentiary facts” (Doe v. City of Los Angeles (2007) 
42 Cal.4th 531, 550 (“Doe”)), but the plaintiff must set forth the essential facts of his or her case 
“with reasonable precision and with particularity sufficient to acquaint [the] defendant with the 
nature, source and extent” of the plaintiff’s claim. (Doheny Park Terrace Homeowners Assn., 
Inc. v. Truck Ins. Exchange (2005) 132 Cal.App.4th 1076, 1099.) Legal conclusions are 
insufficient. (Id. at 1098–1099; Doe at 551, fn. 5.) The Court “assume[s] the truth of the 
allegations in the complaint, but do[es] not assume the truth of contentions, deductions, or 
conclusions of law.” (California Logistics, Inc. v. State of California (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th 242, 
247.) 

Factual Background 

Plaintiff’s written notice to Defendant pursuant to Labor Code § 2699.3 states that he “was 
employed by The Counter Walnut Creek LP.” (RJN Ex. 1 at p.1.) His class action complaint, 
however, names multiple “Counter” entities as well as Peter E. Katz. (See Complaint at ¶ 4: “At 
all times material to this complaint, Plaintiff was employed by Defendants in the State of 
California as a non-exempt employtee.”) He further alleges on information and belief that 
“Defendant Katz directly or indirectly employed or exercised control over the wages, hours, and 
working conditions of Plaintiff and Class Members, and Defendant Katz caused the wage-and-
hour violations alleged herein[.]” (Id. at ¶ 15.) He also alleges on information and belief that 
“Defendants The Counter Walnut Creek, CI Management, Counter Intelligence, The Counter 
Corte Madera, The Counter Cupertino, The Counter Mountain View, The Counter Palo Alto, The 
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Counter San Mateo, and The Counter Santana Row are, and at all times material to this 
complaint, were the alter ego of Defendant Katz.” (Id. at ¶ 16.) The Complaint also alleges that 
“Defendants were the joint employers of Plaintiff and other Class Members” and that 
“Defendants were the alter egos, divisions, affiliates, integrated enterprises, joint employers, 
subsidiaries, parents, principals, related entities, co-conspirators, authorized agents, partners, 
joint venturers, and/or guarantors, actual or ostensible, of each other. Each Defendant was 
completely dominated by his, or its co-Defendant, and each was the alter ego of the other.” (Id. 
at ¶ 18.) 

Analysis 

Defendant The Counter Walnut Creek demurs on the grounds that Plaintiff’s Complaint fails to 
allege which entity actually employed him. Defendant argues that his labor code claims are 
premised on an employment relationship and that the Complaint does not clearly and factually 
allege which of the ten named Defendants was Plaintiff’s employer. Defendant further argues 
that the Complaint fails to allege facts sufficient to maintain a theory of joint employer liability. 
Defendant argues that Plaintiff has inadequately alleged derivative liability under an alter ego 
theory. Finally, Defendant argues that Plaintiff lacks standing to represent employees of other 
restaurant franchisees.  

In opposition Plaintiff argues that the alter ego liability question is premature, that Katz and his 
other entities can be liable as joint employers, that the Katz-controlled entities operated as a 
single enterprise, and that he has standing to represent all employees of “The Counter.” The 
Court addresses each of these arguments in turn.  

 Joint Employer Liability 

Both parties rely on Martinez v. Combs (2010) 49 Cal.4th 35 for their respective positions 
regarding joint employer lability. There, the California Supreme Court interpreted the definition of 
employment in Wage Order No. 14 (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11140) to mean: “(a) to exercise 
control over the wages, hours or working conditions, or (b) to suffer or permit to work, or (c) to 
engage, thereby creating a common law employment relationship.” (Martinez, supra at p. 64.) 

Critically, Plaintiff’s Complaint is bereft of factual allegations supporting the legal conclusion that 
Defendants were the joint employers of Plaintiff. There are no allegations that any specific 
defendant exercised control over Plaintiff’s wages, hours, or working conditions. In the absence 
of specific allegations that one or more Defendants controlled aspects of Plaintiff’s employment, 
including the hours he worked or his compensation, or that any specific Defendant ordered him 
to work in excess of the number of hours permitted, Plaintiff has failed to allege joint employer 
liability.  

 Alter Ego Liability 

A corporate identity may be disregarded—the “corporate veil” pierced—where an abuse of the 
corporate privilege justifies holding the equitable ownership of a corporation liable for the actions 
of the corporation. (Roman Catholic Archbishop v. Superior Court (1971) 15 Cal. App. 3d 405, 
411.) Under the alter ego doctrine, then, when the corporate form is used to perpetrate a fraud, 
circumvent a statute, or accomplish some other wrongful or inequitable purpose, the courts will 
ignore the corporate entity and deem the corporation’s acts to be those of the persons or 
organizations actually controlling the corporation, in most instances the equitable owners. 
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(Robbins v. Blecher (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 886, 892; Communist Party v. 522 Valencia, Inc. 
(1995) 35 Cal.App.4th 980, 993-994.) 

Here, Plaintiff’s Complaint asserts a conclusory allegation that Defendants were the alter egos 
of each other. (See Complaint at ¶ 18.) The Complaint also alleges, however, that all of the 
entity defendants are the alter ego of Defendant Katz. (Id. at ¶ 16.) Neither legal conclusion is 
supported by any factual allegations. There are no allegations, for instance, that Katz dominated 
and controlled the various Counter entities, nor are there allegations of commingling of funds 
and other assets between Defendants. Plaintiff has failed to allege alter ego liability.  

 Standing 

Finally, Defendant demurs on the grounds that Plaintiff lacks standing to represent employees of 
restaurants other than The Counter Walnut Creek. Plaintiff’s opposition to this argument relies 
on his contention that all named Defendants were Plaintiff’s joint employer. However, as 
described further above, Plaintiff has not alleged facts in support of a joint employer theory of 
liability. As a consequence, he has not alleged standing to represent employees for restaurants 
other than the one location where he worked. 

Conclusion 

In the absence of a coherent theory of group liability supported by material factual allegations, 
Plaintiff’s Complaint fails for uncertainty. While uncertainty is a disfavored ground for demurring 
to a complaint (see e.g., Khoury v. Maly’s of California (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 612, 616; 1 Weil & 
Brown, Civil Procedure Before Trial (The Rutter Group 2011) § 7:84, p. 7(l)-39), it is warranted 
in this case. (Williams v. Beechnut Nutrition Corp. (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 135, 139 [a demurrer 
for uncertainty will be sustained only when the complaint is such that the defendant cannot even 
determine what it must respond to].) Plaintiffs’ group allegations against the entire group of 
Defendants, without alleging specific conduct on the part of any one Defendant, impairs 
Defendant’s ability to understand the Complaint. 

 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-00624 
CASE NAME: COLEMAN VS YDESIGN GROUP, LLC 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT of COLEMAN FILED BY 
YDESIGN GROUP, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

  

Before the Court is a demurrer to the First Amended Complaint filed by defendant YDesign 
Group, LLC. For the reasons set forth, the hearing on the demurrer is continued to 9:00 a.m. on 
September 23, 2021. Defendant shall file a declaration demonstrating compliance with the meet 
and confer requirement of Code of Civil Procedure § 430.41(a) no later than September 13, 
2021.  

Code of Civil Procedure § 430.41(a) provides in part that "the demurring party shall meet and 
confer in person or by telephone with the party who filed the pleading that is subject to 
demurrer for the purpose of determining whether an agreement can be reached that would 
resolve the objections to be raised in the demurrer." (Code Civ. Proc. § 430.41(a) [emphasis 
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added].) The telephonic or in person meet and confer is to take place no later than five days 
prior to the date the responsive pleading is due. (Code Civ. Proc. § 430.41(a)(2).) The statute 
includes a mechanism to automatically extend the response deadline if the parties in good faith 
have not been able to meet and confer by that deadline. (Code Civ. Proc. § 430.41(a)(2) ["If the 
parties are not able to meet and confer at least five days prior to the date the responsive 
pleading is due, the demurring party shall be granted an automatic 30-day extension of time 
within which to file a responsive pleading, by filing and serving, on or before the date on which a 
demurrer would be due, a declaration stating under penalty of perjury that a good faith attempt 
to meet and confer was made and explaining the reasons why the parties could not meet and 
confer."].)  

The Cargain Declaration confirms Defendant failed to conduct the telephonic or in person meet 
and confer required by the statute before filing the demurrer. The hearing is therefore continued 
to provide Defendant additional time to meet and confer as required by Code of Civil Procedure 
§ 430.41(a) and to file a declaration confirming its compliance. 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-00792 
CASE NAME: CLAY VS RICHMOND HOUSING AUTHO 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of CLAY FILED BY RICHMOND 
HOUSING AUTHORITY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 The moving papers establish adequate grounds, and there is no opposition.  The demurrer is 
sustained, without leave to amend. 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC21-00792 
CASE NAME: CLAY VS RICHMOND HOUSING AUTHO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT FILED BY 
RICHMOND HOUSING AUTHORITY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Moot, based on the ruling on the demurrer. 
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11.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC19-00462 
CASE NAME: HYNDS VS VICI INCORPORATED 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR DISQUALIFY DEFENSE COUNSEL FILED BY 
CHRISTINE HYNDS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing continued by stipulation of the parties to September 30, 2021 at 9 a.m. 

  

12.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC19-00462 
CASE NAME: HYNDS VS VICI INCORPORATED 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Hearing continued by stipulation of the parties to September 30, 2021 at 9 a.m. 

  

13.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC19-00462 
CASE NAME: HYNDS VS VICI INCORPORATED 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR APPOINT DISCOVERY REFEREE FILED BY VICI 
INCORPORATED 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Hearing continued by stipulation of the parties to September 30, 2021 at 9 a.m. 

  

14.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC19-00462 
CASE NAME: HYNDS VS VICI INCORPORATED 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPEL FURTHER RESPONSES, FILED BY 
CHRISTINE HYNDS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Hearing continued by stipulation of the parties to September 30, 2021 at 9 a.m. 
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15.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC19-00462 
CASE NAME: HYNDS VS VICI INCORPORATED 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR TO COMPELD TO PROVIDE FRTHR RESP SET 
TWO, FILED BY CHRISTINE HYNDS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Hearing continued by stipulation of the parties to September 30, 2021 at 9 a.m. 

  

16.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC19-00462 
CASE NAME: HYNDS VS VICI INCORPORATED 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR CMPL COMPLIANCE PROD OF DOCS SET ONE, 
FILED BY CHRISTINE HYNDS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Hearing continued by stipulation of the parties to September 30, 2021 at 9 a.m. 

  

17.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSC19-00462 
CASE NAME: HYNDS VS VICI INCORPORATED 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: INFORMAL DISCOVERY CONFERENCE SET BY 
DEPT. 39 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing continued by stipulation of the parties to September 30, 2021 at 9 a.m. 

 


